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Art & editoriAl stAffeditor’s letter

Our vote: Absolutely. This issue of DrakeMag is the biggest yet. 
Each of our 55 pages is packed with even more great people, 
unusual trends, and offbeat advice. It’s full of what you’ve 

come to expect from DrakeMag, but this time there’s more to love.
 We’re especially excited about the big names in this issue—and the 
fact that they’re all Drake alumni. Flip to the Folks section to learn 
how Charla Lawhon of InStyle magazine went from the Midwest to 
Manhattan and worked her way to the top of the fashion food chain 
(pg. 26). Keep turning for profiles on John August, the pen behind 
2005’s “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory,” and Billy Cundiff, former 
Dallas Cowboys kicker.
 Be sure to check out our extra-large feature dubbed “Your Morning 
After Survival Guide” (pg. 32). You’ll get great tips on surviving 
everything from a one-night stand to losing your wallet after a night 
out. And guys—take a look at “She’s Just Not That Into You” for 
insight on what girls really want (pg. 21).
 Though it will be sad to retire my green pen and close the door on 
Meredith 124C one last time, I’m happy to tell you that DrakeMag is 
in good hands. I’m confident the new editor-in-chief, Erin Strecker, 
will keep raising the bar to bring you even more great content.
 So, from all of us at DrakeMag, enjoy!

Xoxo,

Tara Richards

P.S. Don’t forget to check out drakemagazine.com for more great 
stories on everything you care about—and things you didn’t even 
know you should.

P.P.S. Love this issue? Hate it? Let us know at drakemag@gmail.com. 
We can take it.

SPeCIAL ThANkS:

Lori Blachford, Jill Van Wyke, Jeff Inman, Matt McGuire, Connie Wilson, 

kate Baratta, eric Gudmundson, Xian Zhang, Wendy hanson of InStyle 

magazine, Ross Fraser, Will McGarry, James Vanechaute, and the nice 

security guard.

©2009 Drake Magazine is published with the support of the Board of Student 

Communications. Opinions expressed in the magazine do not necessarily reflect 

the views of Drake University. Letters to the editor are encouraged, although 

they will not be published. Direct any questions or concerns to drakemag@

gmail.com.

cover photography by darin friedrichs
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Bits & PiecesBits & Pieces

the slacker’s 
Guide to ColleGe

Laziness is a virtue in college—it hits us 
all at some point. Whether you sleep   
through chem because of the bottle 

flu, or skip your sociology homework because 
you were engrossed in the latest episode of 
“Lost,” students often find that classes get in 
the way of college.
 One great tool to maintain both your sloth 
and your GPA is isleptthroughclass.com. The 
website helps students skip class and then 
access notes posted by classmates online at 
their own leisure. “Students miss class for 
a variety of unintentional reasons and thus 
need to obtain class notes by other means,” 
says Allison Barber, director of marketing for 
the site. “What better way to do that than 
from their own dorm room or apartment?”
 And slackers face other problems—like 
assignments. Unfortunately, you can’t skip 
assignments and have a website do them for 
you. But there are other ways to ease your 

written by Joe maus

photography by kevin mead

Sleep in. Go to class. Get “A.” Repeat.

workload. When in a jam with a long reading 
assignment, just read the first sentence of 
each paragraph or scan the introduction and 
conclusion. You’ll get the gist of the text 
quickly without much effort.
 You can also cut corners by “fattening” 
your paper. An easy way to do this is by being 
needlessly verbose. This extraordinarily 
effective and time-tested method will 
absolutely ensure that the undergraduate 
college student can fulfill the lengthy 
word count requirements set forth by the 
acting professor in an earlier meeting and 
simultaneously give the impression of being 
both exceptionally intelligent and extremely 
dedicated at the same time. Nice.
 You can also magically lengthen your paper 
by manipulating the format tools in Microsoft 
Word. If you’re aching for that extra half page 
on your final report, change your periods 
and commas to a larger font, or make your 

margins larger by a minuscule amount to 
add vital length. These tactics are preferable 
to the bullshitting technique because they’re 
rarely noticed by professors.
 Next step: Emphasize the header with some 
bold font and superfluous information to get a 
nice start to your dreaded paper. At minimum, 
make sure you have your name, date, class 
name, address, blood type, hometown, etc. 
in the upper right hand corner, just for good 
measure. Gigantic quotes supporting your 
ideas also help. The more quotes, the better. 
One man’s “textual evidence” is another 
man’s shortcut to freedom.
 So go watch the newest dose of reality 
garbage on VH1. Even better—go get thrown 
on a Sunday. College doesn’t last long. With 
your unquenchable thirst for laziness and 
these grade-A slacker tips, successful dilly-
dallying at the collegiate level will be safe for 
years to come.  
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SMITTEN
simPLy

Bulky layers of nylon and wool can make things kind of 
awkward when it comes to winter PDA. The struggle often 
leaves someone out in the cold, with romance close behind. 

But thanks to Smittens, you can heat things back up. 
 These mittens, ranging from $34 to $38, come in a set of three, 
with two regular and one conjoined mitten. Everyone from a married 
couple to a child and mother will love these one-of-a-kind finger 
defrosters. You might actually enjoy walks in the negatives now that 
you and your significant other can securely hold hands without losing 
digits. Smittens may even become a fella’s newfound “game”—just 
offer to share your gloves with a barehanded girl. Smooth.
  So if you find yourself in need of warmth or you’re just craving 
a new twist on an old routine, order these hand cozies online at 
smitten.biz. Then, you will truly be declared “smitten” soulmates.

written by clara haneBerg

photography by kevin mead

These mittens will warm your 
hands and your heart.
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Bits & PiecesBits & Pieces

Bit oF Lit

congrats, you made it. After a long internal struggle, you 
decided not to jump out your dorm window post-rejection 
by everyone on the dance floor. Sure, you may come up short 

when it comes to street cred, but on the plus side, you’re single and 
ready to mingle. Tomorrow, you’ll greet the morning and attempt to 
survive yet another day in the life. 
 We’re all survivors, says Ben Sherwood, author of “The Survivors 
Club.” The book details real-life survival stories and provides readers 
with tips on how they can cheat death, too. Sure, living through a 
plane crash or being hit by a 43,000-pound truck on a bike may be 
more significant than surviving your three-hour chem lab—but you 
can still use Sherwood’s tips to make it through. Sherwood answers 
life-saving questions such as “How long until you go unconscious 
in freezing water?” and “Where’s the safest place to sit on a plane?” 
You’ll even learn why being relaxed may determine whether you live 
or die when plummeting thousands of feet to the ground. Get this: 
If you believe in a higher power, are right-handed, and see the glass 
half full instead of half empty, you have a significantly higher survival 
rate than the average Joe. 
 Along with numerous tactics to enhance your ability to survive, you 
can also determine your Survivor IQ. Each $26 book comes with a code 
found on the inside cover that allows you to access thesurvivorsclub.org. 
After answering a series of questions, you are given a manual for 
your Survivor Personality. 
 So buy the book, scour the pages, and up your chances of surviving 
your next mountain lion attack. It’s time to join the club.

written by clara haneBerg

photography by michael carBaugh

The Survivors Club: The Secrets and 
Science That Could Save Your Life

YOU’RE MOST LIKELY TO  
SURVIVE A PLANE CRASH IF:
• You sit within five rows of an emergency exit  

near the back of the plane

• You pay attention to the flight attendant’s spiel  

before taking off

• You avoid sitting near an overweight, middle-aged  

woman—they’re the most likely to die 

• Befriend an ABI (Able Bodied Individual)

• Ditch your bags and belongings if times get rough

• Get out of the crash site within 90 seconds

want more? check out bits & 

pieces at drakemagazine.com.
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burn
baby,
burn

college is a time of social interaction 
coupled with dedicated studying. 
Translation: ingesting thousands of 

calories with your friends and sitting on your 
butt in the library. With your hectic schedule 
and your college gym’s limited resources, 
exercise can sometimes take a backseat. 
However, there are alternatives to spending 
hours on the treadmill, and with these tactics, 
you’ll barely feel the burn.
 First, take a look at your daily routine. You 
can calculate your personal calorie count at  
webmd.com. The following are numbers for a 
5-foot-7-inch, 130-pound female. If your day 
consists of class, studying, and a nap, you’re 
pretty lazy. But you’re still burning calories. If it 
takes you an hour to shower and get ready in the 
morning, you burn about 130. That walk to your 
first class sheds about 50 calories. Sitting in a 
two-hour class is 200, and studying in the library 
for a couple hours burns about 215. And lucky 
you—even a snooze burns over 50 calories per 
hour. “Your body is always doing something that 
burns calories,” says Vanessa Dukes, a nutrition 
specialist at Broadlawn Medical Center. “Your 
heart is beating, and your brain is active. All of 
that is part of your resting energy.”

written by kaTe foley

iLLustration by michael carBaugh

No-effort ways 
to cut a few 
calories.

 More good news: A crazy Friday night out 
won’t completely ruin your calorie-killing 
vendetta. Ignoring the fact that you’re 
consuming hundreds of calories with every 
drink—not to mention the 2 a.m. McDonald’s 
run—you’re burning 80 in the 10-block hike 
between bars. Dancing on tables sheds 330 
per hour, and even shooting pool burns 
about 165. And being too scared to touch the 
toilet in sketch restrooms is about to pay off: 
A couple rounds of hovering over the seat 
burns 250 calories.
 If the party scene isn’t your cup of tea, not 
to worry—calorie-cutting can happen at any 
time. Two hours of bowling burns about 520 
calories, and a two-hour ice skating session 
rids you of 800. Taking a part-time job also 
gives you a chance to drop a few. Babysitting 
sheds over 175 calories per hour, while 
waitressing for five hours burns a whopping 
1000. You’re even losing them in your 
downtime: A two-hour weekend shopping 
expedition drops another 280.
 So take the stairs today, reward yourself with 
an afternoon nap, and feel confident you’re  
shedding pounds. Maybe you’re not as lazy as 
you think.

Brain power keeps you fit. Sit and 

study to lose calories.

everyday activities like stopping for a 

drink of water help you shed pounds.

even when you're catching ZZZs you're 

burning Cs.
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green Piecegreen Piece

written by kaTe BaraTTa

iLLustration by merediTh gallivan

The best college parties often involve at least 100 crushed 
aluminum cans and dozens of dirty red cups in every corner. 
But with a few simple adjustments, you can host an epic 

party and save the planet at the same time. You’ll kill two birds 
with one stone—or at least get them too drunk to fly.
 Don’t waste trees and energy with paper invitations—try 
electronic ones instead. They get the word out while reducing 
your carbon footprint. evite.com has a wide selection, and 
Facebook events are great, too. The best part: They’re both free. 
For fancy gatherings where paper invites are a must, try seed-
embedded paper that can be planted after RSVP, available at 
botanicalpaperworks.com.
 Don’t serve beer in generic plastic or Styrofoam cups—they just 
end up in landfills. Try corn plastic or bamboo cups instead from 
greenpartygoods.com. They’re biodegradable and sturdy enough 
for beer pong. Play flippy cup on an old door or piece of plywood 
to save money and production energy on a real table. 
 For eco-friendly drinks, make a punch bowl of Sustainable 
Sangria by soaking fruit overnight in an organic wine. Or try a 
Flower Child cocktail made of vodka-infused tea, hibiscus flower 
concentrate, organic lemon juice, Cointreau, and a dash of 
peychaud bitters. Sweeten up the rim of your sustainable cup with 
sugar. It sounds fancy, but you’ll drink guilt-free. Keep in mind 
that plastic drinking straws can take decades to break down, so 
snip off the end of a Twizzler and sip away. Plus, they double as 
party snacks.
 So remember: When you decide to party like a rockstar, keep 
Mother Nature on the VIP list.

drakemagazine.com   spring 2009

5 WAYS 
to spot an eco-maniacPartying hard and being green aren’t mutually exclusive.

There’s a difference 
between going green  
and going over the edge.

The whole green movement is swell, but those over-
zealous eco-freaks harping on your every move can 
get incredibly annoying. You know the type: They 

walk around in what appears to be old, smelly canvas 
bags because they’re made out of environmentally 
friendly materials. And their stench from lack of 
showering makes you feel your lunch planning a 
comeback tour. Some crazies have just taken the green 
movement too far. Here are five sure-fire ways to recognize  
these eco-maniacs:

1. alternative shopping bag
You can easily spot an eco-freak at your local grocery 
store or even in bio with this tell-tale sign: 
They’re the ones toting the scratchy canvas 
shopping bags like they’re this season’s  
“It” accessory. 

2. “if it’s yellow, let it mellow. if 
it’s brown, flush it down.” 
If a friend’s toilet seems to be in 
working order but is full of pee, it’s 
very likely you are in the home of an 
eco-maniac.

3. rabbit food
When you see someone nibbling on 
organic foods, avoiding meat at 
all costs, or drinking from a tall 
glass of soy milk that tastes like 
liquefied rice cakes, there’s a 
very good chance she’s a 
tree-hugger. 

4. naked outlets
Beware if you ever walk into a friend’s dorm and 
see all of his appliances unplugged to save electrical 
energy. You’re in the room of a green freak. Slowly 
back into the hall and run.

5. getting funky
If that excessive stink emanating from the person 

next you is enough to make you want to push him into 
the sprinklers, there’s a good chance he’s conserving 

water by suds-ing up only once a week. We want 
to conserve water too, buddy, but please— 

just shower. 
  We all want our children and our 

children’s children to grow up in 
a healthy environment, but one 

cheeseburger or flush of a toilet is 
not the end of the world. To all 

those eco-maniacs out there, 
please just take an organic 
chill pill and let it go.

written by kaTe krug

photography by alex myers

party 
Like anEcO-STaR
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takes off
written by chelsea hicks

photography courtesy of ross fraser This synth-pop band pulses 
its way into your heart.

chAirlift

Didn’t I (Blow Your Mind This Time) The DeLFONICS   
St. elmo’s Fire BRIAN eNO   
Look SeBASTIeN TeLLIeR   

Welcome to heartbreak kANYe WeST   
L’homme BOY CRISIS

Patrick Wimberly’s 
top 5 most-played 
songs:

V ideo didn’t kill the radio stars—it just made them more 
famous. Today, new artists get their start in a variety of ways: 
movie previews, television series soundtracks, the Internet, 

and even advertising. The band Chairlift has used this to their 
advantage—Apple recently used their pop-tastic track “Bruises” on 
an iPod Nano commercial, and fame followed. This trio, hailing from 
mountainous Colorado, has shimmied their way into the hearts of 
just about every music journalist, web-blogger, and critically eared 
hipster in the country.

The band, which includes female vocalist and tambourine specialist 
Caroline Polachek, guitarist and electronics master Aaron Pfenning, 
and drummer, bass, and keyboard player Patrick Wimberly, ventured 
to Brooklyn, N.Y., in 2006. “It wasn’t strange,” says Wimberly of the 
move. “It felt very natural, actually. I loved living in Colorado, but 
New York feels like home.” And if you can make it in the Big Apple, 
you can make it anywhere.

They did. Their latest album “Does You Inspire You” from Kanine 
Records was released in the fall of 2008 and was almost instantly 
hailed a hit, ranking high on many magazine and website “best 
of” lists. Through richly layered synth-pop sounds that offer a 
fresh dance-ability, the members of Chairlift have joined the sea of 
beloved Brooklyn bands on par with Yeasayer, Grizzly Bear, MGMT, 
and Vampire Weekend.

Wimberly says their sound idea is simple: “It’s music from me to 
you. Do whatever you want with it.” This attitude of art for art’s sake 
plays out in their music—a new-wave, lo-fi experimentation with a 
dream-like flow. It’s a tasteful diversion from the current radio-pop 
genre. Above all, what’s important to the band is that they’ve crafted 
an innovative album that hinges on creativity.

Their tracks are strung out with witty one-liners and lyrics that are 
both delicately sweet and daringly imaginative. In “Bruises,” Caroline 
woos her way into your heart, crooning, “I tried to do handstands for 
you, but every time I fell for you.” Chairlift is fortunate to have its 
pulsating beats laid next to Caroline’s soft and sultry voice—clearly 
that of a girl you’d want to be with.

Currently, the group is prepping for an upcoming cross-country 
tour with Portland-based YACHT, and is already working on new 
material. “We’re mixing a new song called ‘Dixie Gypsy’ with the 
magical producer man, Britt Myers,” Wimberly says. 

As for the future of Chairlift, it’s clear they’ve staked their claim 
in the constantly morphing music scene and, Apple ads or not, they 
won’t be leaving any time soon. 

1

2 3

4 5

album art courtesy of: buddha records, the Delfonics, “the Delfonics”; 
e.g. records, brian eno, “another green world”; record makers, 

sebastien tellier, “sexuality”; roc-a-fella records, kanye west, “808s 
and heartbreak”; b-unique records, boy crisis, “L’homme.”

go to drakemagazine.com for 

more great music stories.
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OUTwritten by nikki luciano  

iLLustration by annie fuhrman

A guide to the nation’s music festivals.

MUsicMUsic

1. SALSA MAMBO FeSTIVAL
Palm Springs, Calif.—Whether you’re in your “step-1-2-3” 

phase or just adding finesse to your dance floor swagger, 

you can learn a move or two at the Salsa Mambo Festival. 

Instructors and dance competitors from all over the world 

come to Cali to spice up the scene—usually until 4 a.m. 

or later. There are lessons for kids and adults, and for 

beginners to advanced dancers. And you’ll be fine without 

a partner—it’s all about building confidence. There are two 

salsa soirees held each year. The winter fest makes for a 

rockin’ New Year’s, and the summer show burns from July 

23 to 26 this year.

2. SXSW
Austin, Texas—Also known as South by Southwest, this 

show features up-and-coming bands. Angry Vs The Bear, 

Shilpa Ray and her happy hookers, and Underwater Tea 

Party messed with Texas this year from March 18 to 22. 

There were hundreds of bands spread across 80 venues in 

the Austin area, crooning to punk, hip-hop, and alternative 

beats. Producers, record executives, and bands are already 

scrambling for a slot in next year’s lineup.

3. 80/35 
Des Moines, Iowa—This festival in our own home sweet Des 

Moines will rock your socks—whether you prefer tubes or 

argyles. It’s age-neutral and features styles from hip-hop to 

blues to punk. National bands like Public enemy and Ben 

harper and the Relentless7 will grace the main stage in the 

Court Avenue District on July 3 and 4 this summer. Local 

acts keep the side stages rocking as well. The Des Moines 

Music Coalition puts on the fest to celebrate the city’s music 

and culture, and since the coalition is non-profit, all the 

money from ticket sales goes back to pumping up the city’s 

music scene.

4. LOLLAPALOOZA
Chicago, Ill.—Rockers from all over will storm the Windy City 

Aug. 7 to 9 to witness 125 alternative, punk, and hip-hop 

bands raise their fists to rock with the Chicago skyline as a 

backdrop. Last year, Grant Park was sold out, with a record 

225,000 people jamming for three days straight. No word yet 

on this summer’s lineup, but it’s sure to be big.

5. eSSeNCe MUSIC FeSTIVAL
New Orleans, La.—Three days of cultural activities and three 

nights of big voices from stars like Beyoncé, John Legend, 

and more make essence Music Festival the largest African-

American music event in the country. hip-hop, R&B, rap, and 

jazz will buzz in the Big easy from July 3 to 5 this year. A total 

of 32 acts will perform, and a whopping 270,000 people will 

head down to the bayou for the big show.

3
4

5

1

for more rockin’ shows, check 

out drakemagazine.com.
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Quirky

Desperate times call for desperate measures. Finding a job is never 
easy, but factor in the recession and you have a real dilemma. 
Here are a few (sometimes crazy) methods other people have 

used to scrape by:

stay sober
If you’re tired of the bar scene, stay sober one Saturday night and drive 
your drunk friends around. At $5 a head, you’ll earn enough to cover 
gas and still have enough left over to avoid a real job. Plus, you’ll know 
your friends are being smart and safe.

auction off the v-card
In January of 2009, a 22-year-old Californian decided to sell her 
virginity online to the highest bidder, hoping to cancel out some of her 

college debt. It sold for $3.7 million. But proceed with caution—this 
method has major ethical and legal hurdles. 

chacha-ching
There’s finally a way to make money from all that useless info floating 
around in your head: ChaCha. It’s a mobile search engine to which 
you text a random question and get the answer sent directly to  
your phone.
 ChaCha guides get paid an average of $3 to $9 an hour and have 
extremely flexible schedules—they work only when they want. There 
are four different roles you can sign up for: Expeditor, Generalist, 
Specialist, or Transcriber. And the better you know the ropes, the more 
moolah you make.

written by maTT smiTh

photography by emilee richardson

CaSh-INS

Dimebag it
Dealing drugs is highly illegal, and of course not encouraged by 
DrakeMag. However, some think the cash-in potential is worth the 
possible incarceration. And with a large number of people depressed 
about the economy, many just want to take a nice trip. If you think dirty 
dealing is the thing for you, just be sure not to bring home the po-po 
when you bring home the bacon.

Liquid gold
Unlike giving blood, you actually get paid to donate plasma. Plasma 
is a part of your blood that’s made up of water and proteins, and it’s 
there to stop bleeding and infections. It only takes about two hours to 
donate, and you can do it up to twice a week—racking up $25 to $40 
per donation. The first visit is probably the longest you’ll spend at the 

blood center, as a medical screening and physical are required before 
you can give away your precious plasma. But even the pain of needles 
beats working in fast food.

cut the crap
If you have some needless objects lying around, clean them up and 
pawn them off. You might think you do, but you really don’t need that 
Bedazzled cow skull, and you could get an easy dollar out of it. The only 
problem with going to a pawnshop is you might want to spend your 
easy-earned cash on some display-window oddities. Don’t do it. In 
this economy, you’ll need your money more than you’ll need a Flava 
Flav neck clock.

Out-there ways to make a quick buck.Out-there ways to make a quick buck.
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struggling to lose those last five pounds, be 
kind and avoid the chocolate lover’s basket 
for her gift. You should also be culturally 
sensitive: Don’t give a Jewish co-worker 
Christmas cookies, or a birthday bottle of 
wine to a Muslim.

keep it clean
There’s one important rule to keep in mind 
to side-step tricky sexual harassment cases. 
No matter how attracted you are to that hot 
secretary or the head of the IT department, 
personal gifts such as clothes, toiletries, 
perfume, or, God forbid, lingerie, are big  
no-nos. “Gifting to an employee should only 
be done if it’s tasteful, appropriate for the 
situation, and not able to be misconstrued 
as anything besides an appropriate gesture,” 
Roth says.

always have a back-up plan
On the rare occasion you decide to skip the 
gift for that random employee but she shows 
up with a gift for you, don’t freak out. Any  
truly prepared office gifter has a drawer filled 
with gender-neutral presents. Now that’s 
smart gifting.

We’ve all been there. Someone hands 
you a birthday present, and you 
cringe as you glimpse the truly 

heinous angora sweater inside. Or maybe 
you’re the gifter, anxiously awaiting a gush of 
thanks that takes just a second too long. But 
these awkward situations are even worse at 
work. To avoid becoming tomorrow’s water 
cooler gossip, keep these tips in mind:

stay on par with hr
There are some general guidelines that exist 
in all offices when it comes to birthday and 
holiday gifts. A spending limit is frequently 
set by the human resources department. Try 
to spend around this designated amount—
more could make you look like you’re 
showing off, and less could label you the 
office cheapskate. 

beware of brown-nosing
Some offices prohibit giving gifts to bosses 
or heads of companies. If yours allows it, 
there’s one important thing to remember: 
Your boss knows how much you make. 
Therefore, any gift that’s too extravagant 
could make your sucking up more obvious or 

make your boss uncomfortable. “Gifting to a 
boss might sometimes be unwelcome, while 
in other situations, it may be expected,” says 
Katie Roth, a senior professional at PorticoHR  
in Des Moines. 

be practical
Something useful is always a popular gift 
idea, like a calendar or a unique pen. Another 
nice gesture is a donation in your boss’s name 
to his or her favorite charity. Asking your 
close colleagues what they’re giving the boss 
is fine—just make sure they’re actually good 
friends and won’t try to one-up you.

choose wisely
When it comes to workplace gifting, the first 
step is deciding which colleagues you can 
skip. Those you work with on a day-to-day 
basis should be on your shopping list. These 
gifts don’t have to be major—something to 
brighten up their cubicle or a gift card to a 
new restaurant is a safe bet. 

snack pack-em
Food is always a safe gift idea. However, if 
you know Snacking Sue in advertising is 

Your guide to office gifting.

GIvE 
or NOT to give

to
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DEAL BREAKERS
pop culture

Contrary to what my mother thinks, I don’t need help meeting 
guys. I always have two or three male friends who jump at the 
opportunity to buy me a drink or bump and grind with me on 

the dance floor. What I need help with is finding a guy I can stand to 
be with for more than an hour. I need a guy who knows how to keep 
me entertained—and I’m not so easy to please.
 Maybe I’m just being picky. I mean, I know plenty of “funny” guys, 
but I can only listen to the same jokes and stories so many times 
before I tune them out and go back to my Dane Cook fantasies. 
 Every girl wants a guy who can make her laugh, but most guys just 
don’t know funny. Guys just laugh at toilet humor and “that’s what 
she said” jokes. Don’t get me wrong, I love “The Office,” but I’m pretty 
sure if I put my friend’s stapler in Jell-O, he wouldn’t be laughing 
nearly as much as I would.
 But it isn’t all about making me laugh—it’s about him, too. I 
can’t respect a guy who doesn’t know the difference between Mitch 
Hedberg and George Carlin. And he needs to know collegehumor.com 
like the back of his hand. Otherwise, me offering to “make it dry” is 
completely lost on him—and pretty creepy. 
 All funny business aside, he has to know music, and not just one 

type. I’m the girl who can blast Kenny Chesney one minute and “drop 
it like it’s hot” the next. I need a guy who knows how badass the Postal 
Service can be—and not just when he’s sending a letter to Grandma. 
But I can’t stand a music snob. For instance, a guy friend of mine 
refuses to listen to anything but rap. Izzy Dunfore and Afroman are 
great, but when I imagine life without American Hi-Fi, I get a little 
scared. You don’t have to like everything, but come on—a little 
electric guitar never hurt anyone. 
 Most importantly, I will never stay with a guy who likes chick flicks. 
I’m a chick, and I can barely stand them. If you’re watching “Save the 
Last Dance” so I will “dance” with you, save us both some time and 
don’t. And if you’re watching it because you really like it, well, I’m not 
the type to stick around and fix you. Instead, start up some episodes 
of “Happy Tree Friends” and I’ll be yours forever.
 I don’t see what the problem is: I want a funny guy who knows about 
music, movies, Internet memes, and what was on last week’s “Flight 
of the Conchords.” He should be smart, too. Oh, and have a decent 
job. This guy shouldn’t be impossible to find, but it sure seems like he 
is. So until I find him, I guess I will continue to tune out my mother’s 
constant nagging and keep fantasizing about Dane Cook. 

written by aBBy Wolner

photography by garreTT fardon

she’s just 
NOT 

that into you

It’s not me, it’s you.
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Sometimes you can’t help 
but sweat the small stuff.

Laugh it up even more at 

drakemagazine.com.

written by amy Wanek

photography by garreTT fardon

Our eyes meet from across the bar. Well, actually, I catch his eye 
in the mirror as he gazes at himself.  He winks—winks!—at me 
before lapsing back into self-adoration. While he’s distracted, 

I take in the whole picture: Painstakingly sculpted hairdo, unkempt 
goatee, scraggly chest hair poking from a strategically unbuttoned 
pink dress shirt, metro jeans, and, yes, cowboy boots.
 My instincts tell me to run—run far and run fast. But Mr. Cowboy 
Boots is one step ahead of me and cuts me off with an astonishing, 
“Hey pretty lady, can I buy you a drink?” Struggling to hide my disgust, 
I sweetly deny him, claiming a weak stomach. He persists: “Oh, just 
one drink, honey, and you’ll feel better about everything.” Clearly this 
guy thinks he’s got it going on—and maybe he did circa 2000. The 
truth is, I’m not playing hard to get. I’m just not that into him. Or any 
guy like him. And I won’t be. Ever.  
 We’ve all known this guy—Mr. Cowboy Boots, Mr. Popped Collar, 
Mr. “Oh-You-Haven’t-Heard-Of-Ozomatli?” He tries to impress us 
with his fixed-gear biking feats, rock-climbing skills, and “Oh man, I 
was so wasted” stories. He puts his sweaty hand on our lower backs, 
and he’s sure it’s our life goal to do him. He buys us drink after 
drink just in case his good looks aren’t quite enough to get us in 
the sack. He’s the mama’s boy, the class president, the guy who was 
told one time he was good in bed by one girl and now thinks he’s the 
ultimate sex god. 
  Buddy, I get it: You’re overcompensating. You probably got rejected 
a few too many times in high school. But no matter how small your, 
er, confidence level is, it’s never appropriate to act like a sleaze. There 
used to be these qualities called chivalry and humility that girls really 
seemed to like. Maybe you should try those on for size—a size bigger 
than your stupid Express polo.  
 I don’t need you to wear designer jeans. I especially don’t need you 
to tell me how much they cost. You can stop “accidentally” flexing 
your biceps and running your hand through your unnaturally shiny 
hair. This whole “I’m hotter than Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake’s 
love child” act is just plain unattractive. Forgive my cockamamie 
ideas, but you just have to be yourself. Really. All I want is a nice guy 
to talk to, to buy me drinks, and to shuffle the occasional cupid with 
me on the dance floor. It would be nice if, for once, a guy would ask for 
my number instead of expecting me to go home with him 10 minutes 
after we meet. Guys, I’m really trying to make this easier for you—
please, oh please, just cut the sleaze.
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DrakeMag left six disposable cameras 
around campus with a note asking 
passers-by to snap away. Below is what 
we found when we got them back. Our 
verdict: Drake students are a rare breed.

Candid CaMERaS
photography courtesy of 

drake sTudenTs
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For Charla Lawhon, 
every day is fabulous.

A million girls would kill for her job. She 
works in a big office building in New 
York City. She jets off to Europe to 

see the season’s newest collections. And she 
gets a behind-the-scenes look at the celebrity 
faces we idolize—from Kate Hudson to Heidi 
Klum. But Charla Lawhon’s gig as the top 
editor of the InStyle Group is more than just 
celebs, parties, and the occasional European 
retreat. It’s hard work—but that’s exactly 
what she likes. 
 Lawhon, 52, grew up in St. Joseph, Mo., 
and began her magazine career at Drake. 
“There’s a warm glow around the whole 
thing,” says Lawhon, who comes back for the 
Drake Relays every year. “Obviously I learned 
a thing or two, and I also had a great time 
while I was there.” During school, Lawhon 
interned at Des Moines-based Meredith 
Corp. on an architecture and design magazine 
titled Apartment Life. It was later renamed 
Metropolitan Home. After a few months at 
the publication, Lawhon decided to graduate 
a semester early and took off to glitzy New 
York City. Lawhon continued to work on 
Apartment Life magazine at the New York 
branch of Meredith Corp. until 1993, but then 
took on a new role at Time, Inc.—helping to 
develop Project X.
 Project X was the blueprint for what 
would become InStyle magazine. Originally 
slated to be a celebrity lifestyle magazine, 

InStyle soon evolved into one of the world’s 
premier beauty and fashion publications—it 
now boasts a U.S. circulation of over 1.7 
million and publishes over 14 international 
editions. Switching from architecture and 
design to celebrity fashion was a big change 
for Lawhon, but she didn’t mind. “It took me 
a while to get up to speed on the celebrity 
piece of it, but it’s very addictive,” she says. 
Since then, Lawhon has gotten to know many 
of the rich and famous, a few of whom she 
considers friends. “I’ve gotten to meet some 
really interesting, lovely women who, if they 
weren’t famous, I feel like I would like them 
to be in my life anyway,” she says. “They’re 
special because of what they do and their 
notoriety, but there are a few who are just 
fun, real people. They’re great gals.”
 This year, Lawhon marked her 15th 
anniversary with the title she’s been with since 
its conception. “I think part of my success 
was that Midwestern work ethic,” she says. “I 
had that attitude of ‘what can I do for you?’”  
Now, she spends less time doing “head-down, 
dive-in” editing than she did as deputy and 
managing editor. “These days, it’s really  
a series of meetings to get updates and 
to check in with the editor of instyle.com 
or the editor of InStyle Weddings,” she 
says. Although Lawhon has had a long and 
successful run with InStyle, she’ll be moving 
on later this month to explore a new fashion, 

beauty, and celebrity online venture. Though 
she says many editors overlook the online 
creative process because it’s seen as less chic 
than print, she couldn’t be more excited for 
the new challenge. “When people think of 
online editors, they don’t think of it being 
glamorous or sexy, but it can be incredibly 
rewarding to be able to speak to such 
large audiences and get almost immediate 
feedback,” she says. “When you’re in print, 
you have to wait three months to find out if 
they liked the story on Jennifer Aniston.”
 Though she has a life so many envy and a 
future of endless possibilities, Lawhon says 
success hasn’t gone to her head. “There’s 
always somebody bigger, and even big people 
have bosses,” she says. “For me, it’s more 
about seeing how InStyle has grown and 
changed.” She says her biggest I-can’t-believe-
I-made-it moment came when she was at an 
InStyle fall fashion show in 2005. The event 
was a huge success, full of great models and 
clothes. “It was just a time where I thought, 
‘This magazine really knows what it’s doing,’” 
she says. “It’s kind of incredible. It was 
really much more about InStyle than it was 
about me.” 
 From fashion shows to fabulous clothes, 
we can’t help but be a little jealous. No matter 
where her new path takes her, we’re sure she’ll 
leave a legacy in those Jimmy Choo-prints.

written by Tara richards

photo courtesy of 

insTyle magazine

photo by garreTT fardon
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John August is the brains behind 
your favorite blockbusters. 

John August is the man. He’s written 
some of the best screenplays this side of 
the 21st century. He tells Ryan Reynolds 

what to do. And he regularly chats with his 
buddy Tim—Tim Burton. What started as 
a fling with film during his college career 
became an obsession that has made August 
well-known for his box-office behemoths such 
as “Big Fish” and “Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory.” But August played the Hollywood 
scene long before Johnny Depp played the 
Oompa Loompa whistle.
 August was born John Meise in Boulder, 
Colo. “I changed my last name right after Drake 
because no one could pronounce Meise,” he 
says. “It’s ‘my-zee.’” Interested in writing and 
creating, he majored in advertising. For the 
first half of his college career, August’s class 
schedule looked like any other student’s in 
the journalism school. But by the time he was 
halfway over the hump, he got a new itch. “I 
didn’t really know what screenwriting was,” 
he says. “I was about midway through Drake 
when I figured out it was actually a career.” 
He realized screenwriting would not only be 
exactly what he was looking for, but it could 
also be lucrative. 
 August started pulling down college 
catalogues, searching for programs that 
could satisfy his new interest. The summer 
after his junior year, August flew to Stanford 
University for a summer film program—an 
intensive, hands-on welcome to the world 
behind the silver screen. He loved it, and 
after graduating from Drake, he applied to 
the University of Southern California’s film 
school to take the next step. “I drove my 
rusted-out Honda from Drake to Los Angeles 
and started school,” he says. “I didn’t know 
anybody—I was really starting from scratch.”
 “Scratch” involved one year of intensive 
film work—classes all day and filming 
at night. But that’s all August wanted. It 
would prepare him for the rush of the real 
working world, which, for him, started his 
second year in the program when he became 
a reader for TriStar Pictures. August’s 
job included reading scripts and writing  
reports on them—specific, formatted 
reviews including synopsis and analysis of 
plot, characters, and commercial viability.  

the 
pen 

is
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By reading piles of screenplays every day, 
August learned what it takes to keep a reader 
interested in a project. 
 It paid off. In 1999, August wrote the 
script for the critically acclaimed “Go,” a 
story about the aftermath of a drug deal 
told by three different characters. “It was 
like film school all over again,” he says. “It 
was the difference between what you write 
versus what you show versus what you edit 
together. It was incredibly exhausting but the 
best possible experience for learning how to 
make a movie.”
 Plenty of writers would be satisfied if 
just one of their films made it to the silver 
screen—especially one that earned five 
awards and seven nominations, including 
several Grammy and Golden Globe nods. 
But August didn’t stop there. He went on to 
write “Titan A.E.,” both “Charlie’s Angels” 
films, “Big Fish,” “Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory,” and “Corpse Bride”—racking up 
over 150 awards and nominations combined.
 Despite being Tim Burton’s go-to guy, 
August’s life doesn’t look like an episode of 
“Entourage.” “I know a lot of famous people, 
but I’m not getting photographed by paparazzi 
on a weekly basis,” he says. Instead, August 
mostly knows a circle of other screenwriters 
though Internet message boards and his 
personal blog, johnaugust.com, where he 
fields questions from aspiring writers.
 After getting feedback from other writers 
online, August wanted to try a new angle: 
directing. So he wrote “The Nines,” a sci-fi 
mystery starring Ryan Reynolds. “I wrote the 
movie that I knew only I could direct,” August 
says. “It was the right time and the right 
kind of movie to do first. Down the road, I 
definitely hope to direct more movies.”
 Now, with a reputation for pushing out 
great adaptations and original screenplays, 
August has more on his plate than most in 
the business—like a vampire movie starring 
Johnny Depp, and a big-screen adaptation of 
“The Prince of Persia” video game. “I’m stacked 
up with three projects I owe to other people,” 
he says. “It’s a good problem to have.”
 After all, it’s not every day your assistant 
tells you Jerry Bruckheimer’s on line one.

SILENT PaRTNER
In a town marked by plastic surgery, it’s no 

big surprise when production studios put films  

under the knife. even John August’s scripts have 

seen the scalpel—and the wastebasket. “That’s 

the nature of screenwriting,” August says. 

“Sometimes you’re the artist, and sometimes 

you’re just the craftsman who’s brought in to do 

the work.”

here are four 
of augusT’s 
proJecTs ThaT 
never saW The 
silver screen:

“Barbarella” 

“Captain Marvel”

“Fantasy Island”

“Tarzan”

and Three he 
reWroTe and 
never goT  
crediT for:

“hancock” 

“Iron Man”

“Minority Report”
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august coaches actor ryan reynolds  
on the set of “The nines.”

August shares an instructive  
moment with Melissa McCarthy.
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written by riane menardi

photography courtesy of Billy cundiff

Former NFL star kicker Billy Cundiff boots his way to fame.

The Pro Football Hall of Fame once 
asked Billy Cundiff for his right 
shoe. The 29-year-old Drake grad 

handed it over in a heartbeat, but so would 
any humble kid from Harlan, Iowa. The 
closest most corn state natives have been 
to the NFL is screaming at a Bears game. 
Even fewer have played pro football—and 
only one, Billy Cundiff, has tied an NFL 
field goal record.
 Cundiff was playing his second season for 
the Dallas Cowboys in 2003 as the first-string 
kicker. It was the second week of the season, 
and Cundiff was having a rough start. The 
next opponent was the New York Giants, and 
the media in Dallas said the only sure thing 
in this match was that Billy Cundiff would be 
cut by the end of the week. “Something my 
high school coach said made sense during 
that time,” Cundiff says. “He said, ‘Let’s play 
as hard as we can and let the chips fall where 
they may.’ Even with the millions of people 
watching, those words rang true.” Both teams 
played well, and Cundiff scored five field goals, 
only missing one—a 53-yarder. As the fourth 
quarter was winding down, the Cowboys were 
trailing 29 to 32. And with four seconds left 
in the game, Cundiff kicked a 52-yard field 
goal to send them into overtime.
 The Cowboys then drove the ball close 
enough for Cundiff to have an easy 25-yard 
kick, and he made it. The Cowboys won, 
and Cundiff’s final tally was seven field 

goals in one game—a feat achieved by only 
three others before him. “It was the biggest 
adrenaline rush,” Cundiff says. “I don’t think 
I fell asleep until seven the next morning.” 
He gave his shoe to the Hall of Fame, and 
media representatives formally apologized to 
him. He led the Cowboys in points for three 
consecutive seasons. 
 But in 2005, Cundiff suffered a leg injury, 
and since then it has been a rocky road for 
the former star. “It’s every man for himself, 
and you have to play well every day,” Cundiff 
says. “I was released the day after Christmas 
from Dallas, and since then I’ve been all over 
the map.” He has had stints in Tampa, Green 
Bay, New Orleans, Atlanta, and Kansas City, 
but nothing stuck. Now he’s living in Phoenix, 
Ariz., and is looking to start the next phase of 
his life—probably away from the playing field. 
“The window of opportunity is slowly closing,” 
he says. “I’ll stay in shape just in case, but I’m 
making the transition into real life. Gotta put 
that Drake education to good use, right?”
 At Drake, Cundiff studied history and 
planned to be a high school teacher, but his 
talent on the gridiron attracted NFL attention 
and changed his game plan. He broke 15 
Drake football records, earned seven Pioneer 
Football League kicking marks, and became 
the first freshman kicker in league history to 
earn first-team all-conference honors. Then, 
during spring of his senior year, he signed 
with the Cowboys and went to mini-camp. 

He jumped through hoops to make the team, 
out-kicking the competition one field goal at 
a time. “You have to get in there and learn 
quick, cause if you don’t, you won’t survive,” 
he says. “It really makes you learn what you’re 
made of.” The pro world was a big change of 
pace—a game crowd of 12,000 during his 
college career was no match for 80,000 at 
Cowboy stadium.
 He’s a husband and father now, working 
as an investment analyst in Phoenix and 
earning his MBA. He says Drake gave him a 
love of learning, so next on the horizon is law 
school. “Now the trick is to find a career path 
for post-football,” he says. “I want something 
where I can be challenged and successful.” He 
loves working with kids, and comes back to 
Drake every summer to coach a high school 
kicking camp, giving Iowa kids something 
he didn’t have growing up. “We get a great 
response from the kids,” he says.
 Cundiff will be back for the 100th Drake 
Relays this spring. He’s excited to catch up with 
old friends and watch the meet—something 
he did only once as a student. He says he’ll 
only play football again if the opportunity 
arises, but at this point, he’s ready to move 
on. “I’m in a pretty exciting part of my life,” 
he says. “Sometimes you take yourself down 
certain paths and it’s hard to jump off, but 
things are wide open right now.” Whatever 
happens, one thing is certain—he’ll get to 
keep both his shoes.

kIckIN’it
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everything you need to know to get through  
7 oF LiFe’s compromising situations.  
Find out what to do the morning aFter:

MoRNiNG
AFteR

YouR

Survival Guide
photography by darin friedrichs

You have a one-night stand
 You get inked
       You catch your boyfriend cheating
You have unprotected sex
  You lose your wallet
       You finish a killer workout
    You pull an all-nighter
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1.    you have a one-night stand
 written by caiTlin ThornTon

Maybe you had one too many. Or maybe that little nympho deep 
down made a midnight appearance, turning you into a dog in heat. 
Whatever the case, you wake up next to that not-so-special someone 
and need to dip without escalating the awkwardness of the situation. 
Here’s the game plan after a one-night stand: 

Keep it casual. Don’t wake the other person with kisses, breakfast in bed, 
or the “So, are we dating now?” talk. Awkward. Just assume this was a 
one-time deal.
Don’t make yourself at home. If the two of you stumbled back to your 
place, there’s no easy way to say, “That was fun, please leave.” It’s cruel 
to put the other person in that situation. Depart with the excuse of a 
fake coffee date or an early afternoon appointment. 
Exchange numbers, even if it’s for S’s and G’s. Though it was a one-
night stand, sometimes these things develop into no-strings attached 
relationships. If that sounds like something you could be into, save the 
number in your phone as “B-call.” 
Don’t slip out undetected. Waking up with a killer hangover blows, and 
you probably want to pop an Advil and make a date with your own bed 
ASAP. But don’t ditch the scene before your partner in crime wakes up. 
Try to be civil and thank them for their “hospitality” before you peace. 
“Don’t forget there’s another human being involved,” says Maryann 
Karinch, author of “Date Decoder.” If you feel the need to slither out, 
remember bad karma isn’t far behind. 
Walk shame-fully fast. Especially if you’re donning last night’s attire. Keep 
your head low, and take long strides like you’re on a mission. Re-evaluate 
your morals as passers-by shout lewd comments out their windows. Grab 
a cup of coffee, and at least feel good that you used a condom—or else 
you have much bigger problems than a little post-coital embarrassment.

2.    you get inked
 written by aBBy Wolner

Stupid peer pressure. You started to feel a little left out as your two best 
friends got matching tats, and in no time you were jumping in the chair 
and yelling, “Bring on the needle!” Fast-forward to the next morning—
you’ve got a surf-style flower on your lower back and a sinking feeling 
in your stomach. But that souvenir of girly bonding doesn’t have to last 
forever—here’s how to clear the slate:

Burn it out. Laser removal is the most effective removal option. “The laser 
breaks down the dye molecule and allows it to exit the immune system,” 
says Katie Armetta, a laser technician at Advanced Laser Clinics in 
Davenport, Iowa. Keep in mind laser removal is the most expensive de-
inking process—and the most painful. It costs between $250 and $850, 
and takes up to 12 sessions to erase that unwanted mark.
Apply as needed. Another removal option is a topical cream. These 

“lasers in a bottle” are applied to your tattoo and can totally erase, or 
at least strongly fade, that tramp stamp. Costs range from $40 to 

$70, depending on the size of your tattoo.  
Camouflage it. If your tattoo isn’t quite right, cover-ups are 

another option. This involves getting another tattoo over the 
original. “For cover-ups, you need to set up a consultation and 
speak directly with an artist so they can see what they have to 
work with,” says Michelle Hall, a tattoo artist at Skin Kitchen 
Tattoo in Des Moines. Consultations are usually free, so the 
cover-up will only cost as much as the new design. Just make 
sure it’s big enough to cover your tracks.   
Hide it away. If all else fails, high-waisted pants are coming back.

3.    you catch your boyfriend cheating
 written by lindsay scarpello

You’re staring at your boyfriend’s Macbook trying to understand why 
so much of Scarlett Johansson is displayed on his desktop when you 
notice he’s still signed in to Facebook. Feeling innocent, you click on his 
inbox. He should have nothing to hide. After five minutes of scanning, 
you wish you hadn’t. 
 You’re crushed—your man is cheating on you. You storm out of his 
apartment bawling and cursing his cheating ass. Here’s what to do the 
morning after:

Let it rain. It’s natural and healthy to cry it out. But turn off the  
waterworks as soon as possible or you’ll end up with puffy eyes for days.
Pump some iron. Exercise releases endorphins, and endorphins make 
you happy. And happy people just don’t deal with lying jerks. “Working 
out improves your quality of life mentally, emotionally, and physically,” 
says Anthony Jackson, a Des Moines personal trainer. You’ll feel 
better—and look so good your ex will feel the burn, too.
Take a chill pill. Breathe and calm down. Yes, he cheated, but you 
snooped. It’s the same whether you find out by text, e-mail, or even the 
traditional way (having him tailed by a detective). The trust is gone, but 
it’s not all his fault.
Stock up on Ben & Jerry’s. Or candy, or comfort food, or whatever. Giving 
in to a few indulgences is okay as long as you’re smart about it. If you 
break up with him and six months later you’ve gained 30 pounds due to 
your new Charleston Chews addiction, you have a real problem.
Call off the femme forces. Confide in your best friend, but tell too many 
people and things could get messy. And even though it’s tempting, you 
can’t let your friends go teach the other woman a lesson. No one wants 
a repeat of that crappy movie “The Women.”
Confront him. While it will be tough to not rip his balls off, stand your 
ground, present a strong front, and calmly reprimand him for his 
behavior. You’re right to be mad, but if you come out the bigger person, 
he’ll only feel worse about what he’s lost.

4.    you have unprotected sex
 written by maTTheW h. smiTh

You wake up with the worst hangover of your life. That’s when you roll 
over and come face to face with him—your coyote ugly, lying next to 
you as naked as the day he was born. Your memories start to come back 
in waves: the night out with your girlfriends, one too many beers at the 
bar, that ex who was really cute last night but looks more like fresh road 
kill this morning. Worst of all, you definitely don’t remember using a 
condom. Eff. Here’s your morning-after plan:

Call for backup. Plan B, a contraceptive women can take within three 
days of having unsafe sex to avoid pregnancy, can be your safety net 
after a drunken mistake. Ask around—students can get Plan B at no 
charge through certain non-profit organizations. But according to the 
Polk County Health Department, it’s only 65 percent effective, so be 
sure to have a plan A.
Check it out.  Most symptoms of STDs won’t show up for a few days after 
having unprotected sex. Unless there’s any burning or itching, wait a 
week before getting tested—but then get checked no matter what. And 
remember, oral contact without protection is also dangerous. 
Use protection. “If condoms are used correctly, they’re very effective,” 
says Sarah Sandahl, nurse practitioner at the Polk County Health 
Department. However, certain STDs are transmitted by skin-to-skin 
contact despite the use of a condom. 
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5.    you lose your wallet
 written by maTT nelson

Last night was awesome—or what you can remember of it, anyway. 
The money spent on the brown-eyed girl at the end of the bar was not 
wasted, and your fake worked like a charm.
 But your pocket is feeling a little funny. A little light, really. Suddenly, 
you realize your entire wallet—fake, credit cards, and all—is gone. Your 
awesome drunken night could result in a nightmare if you don’t act 
quickly. If you lost any personal information, here’s what to do the next 
morning to avoid becoming a victim of identity theft or credit fraud:
Immediately dial credit card 911. “The first thing you’ve got to do is contact 
the credit card companies that you have your credit card through, and 
your bank if you had a debit card,” says Steve Heinrich, an investigator 
for Saint Louis County in Minnesota who deals primarily with cases 
involving identity theft and credit fraud. “From there, you’re going to 
want to monitor your credit history and your credit.” 
Maintain a fraud alert. Once the spinning has ceased, you also need to 
make a phone call to one of the three major credit reporting agencies: 
Equifax, Experian, or Trans Union. “Just by notifying a major credit 
reporting agency, you get what’s called a ‘fraud alert’ on your credit 
account,” Heinrich says. The fraud alert will notify the agencies if 
someone tries to take out a loan on your card, and hopefully prevent 
your college fund from tanking. Once created, the alert lasts for 90 
days. Meanwhile, write to the company detailing your problem, and a 
fraud alert will be put on your account for seven years.
Get re-carded. A lost medical or insurance card is best dealt with by 
calling the company that issued it. Social Security cards are a little 
trickier—you may need to apply for a different number.
Just breathe. As for that wonderful little laminated card that led you 
into danger in the first place—your fake—don’t sweat it. If someone 
steals your identity, but it’s not really your identity, there’s not much 
harm they can do to you personally. Another perk—you’re no longer 
a felon.

6.    you finish a killer workout
 written by lindsay fullingTon

You made the decision to drop a few pounds and got your ass kicked by 
the treadmill today. When you wake up tomorrow with burning thighs 
and only a celery stick in your stomach, you’ll have zero desire to hit the 

gym again. These simple tips will help you stay motivated 
and keep the weight-loss momentum going:

Drink chocolate milk. Chocolate milk is the new Gatorade. It’s 
packed with protein, calcium, and other vitamins and minerals 

to help muscles recover quickly from intense workouts. Bonus: 
It’ll curb mid-day chocolate cravings. 

Take naps. “Rest and recovery will allow those aches and pains 
to diminish along with helping the muscle to rebuild,” says Diana 

Sadtler, personal trainer at Lifestyle Family Fitness in St. Petersburg, 
Fla. So don’t skimp on the sleep. That 20-minute powernap will give you 
more energy to push yourself later. 
Make use of your downtime. After a long day, you may be too worn out to 
hit up yoga. But sitting in front of the TV is prime time for you to burn 
some extra calories. Do crunches during commercials, lift weights while 
watching “Family Guy,” or do a push-up every time Dr. Cox calls JD a 
girls’ name on “Scrubs.” 
Write it down. Keep a food diary of everything you shove in your 
mouth—you’ll be more conscious of what you’re eating so you can 
cut more calories. Plus, no one wants to jot down the three pieces of 
cheesecake they had at dinner.
Add blue to your diet. There’s a reason Heinz blue ketchup wasn’t on the 
shelves very long—blue is an appetite suppressant. Instead of starving 
yourself, serve up lunch on blue plates. Add blue food coloring to your 
desserts. Even wearing a blue shirt will help.

7.    you pull an all-nighter
 written by LUCAS MCMILLAN

You’ve been reading the same sentence for what seems like hours. That 
Red Bull you downed around midnight is wearing off. Your roommate 
snores softly in the other room, content that he’s well prepared for 
his midterm tomorrow. But come on, it was your half birthday last 
weekend. It’s only six months until you get cake and presents again, 
and if that’s not worth celebrating, nothing is. Tomorrow you’ll pay for 
this. Here’s how to get through:
Get organized to avoid a repeat. Even one night of sleeplessness can take 
a toll both on you and your crew. “Usually, the first thing that goes is 
your mood,” says Dr. Steven Zorn, medical director at the Iowa Sleep 
Disorders Center. “The next thing to go is your ability to think and plan, 
and the third is reaction time and coordination.” Sit down and plan 
out your week so your grades, your plans, and your friends don’t suffer 
anymore than necessary.
Get stimulated. If you’re struggling the morning after you crammed 
all night, grab a cappuccino or an energy drink for a quick kick in the 
pants. A recent survey of college students by the Department of Health 
and Human Services shows that 51 percent of us have at least one 
energy drink each month. And more than two-thirds reach for one to 
replace lost sleep. “Coffee and energy drinks only do a good job as short-
term stimulants,” Zorn says. But we all know the rush of energy after 
chugging that Starbucks Double Shot eventually loses its twang.   
Hit the hay. Squeeze in a nap and get back on your regular sleep schedule 
tonight, and make it a point to start a regular sleep routine. “We live in 
a 24-hour society,” Zorn says. “We’re afraid we’re going to fall behind if 
we aren’t going constantly.” However, despite short-term solutions like 
energy drinks and coffee, there’s no substitute for quality shut-eye. 
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Calvin Satterlee is a 
transsexual college 
student just trying to  
be himself. 

iN TraNsiTiON
written by erin sTrecker

photography by alex meyers

For transsexual teens, college provides a whole 
new set of challenges.
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F
reshman year is tough for 
everyone. Between making 
new friends, adjusting to 
new courses, and lathering 
up in your flip-flops, just 
surviving is an adventure. 
But for Calvin Satterlee, 

freshman year at Drake was a day-to-day 
battle. Over the course of the year, Satterlee, 
born Katherine, would begin an even bigger 
transition—his transition from female to 
male. And as any freshman knows, there are 
no secrets in close-quarter dorms. On an all-
girls floor, Satterlee was about to become the 
odd man out.
 Satterlee, now a junior, is the current 
president of Rainbow Union—a Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) group—
at Drake, and an unofficial spokesperson 
for transsexual rights. But this wasn’t his 
original intention—he just wanted to be 
himself. He began his official transition at 19, 
and his parents had mixed feelings. His dad 
hated it, but his mom was really supportive. 
“She’s actually way too supportive,” Satterlee 
says. “When I started taking hormones, she 
was more excited than I was.” Since then, 
Satterlee’s dad has come around—at least 
to a degree. “He calls me his child now,” 
Satterlee says. “He can’t bring himself to call 
me his son, but at least he doesn’t call me 
his daughter anymore. I’ll take the gender-
neutral expression.”
 Erschel DeLeon, director of Pride, a 
Chicago-based group focused on counseling 
LGBT teens, says the reaction from Satterlee’s 
parents was pretty typical. “The most common 
problem I see trans youth dealing with is 
the coming out process with parents,” she 
says. “It takes most parents years to accept 
their child’s sexual orientation, and when 

they come out as transsexual, many parents 
struggle more than the first time their child 
came out as gay, lesbian, or bi. Many are very 
reluctant to address their child by their new 
name and use the new pronouns.”
 And college adds a whole new set of 
problems to the mix. For transsexual students, 
even going to the bathroom can put a hitch 
in the entire day. Fortunately, some colleges 
have started adjusting. Transsexual student 
Liam Sheckler, a freshman at Columbia  
College in Chicago, says his school is very 
inclusive and has gender-neutral bathrooms, 
but it’s not perfect. “It’s hard,” Sheckler  
says. “I still don’t always feel comfortable on  
campus. We need to be able to have roommates 
who identify as the same gender we do instead 
of having to be housed by what’s between  
-our legs.” 
 But Satterlee says Drake is further ahead of 
the curve than most. He’s currently working 
with school officials to get gender-neutral 
showers in all the dorms. “This is the biggest 
issue for me right now,” he says. 

Talk it out
Transsexual students often turn to campus 
support groups to help further LGBT causes. 
Satterlee gets assistance from Rainbow  
Union. “I ran for president of the group  
because I felt connected and wanted to 
help others,” he says. “Rainbow Union 
provides a channel for students to be able 
to communicate with the administration.” 
Campus Pride, a national support group for 
LGBT students, is making a difference at 
over 100 other campuses. The organization’s 
goal is to work with student leaders and 
especially straight allies to build safer college 
campuses around the country. According to 
Shane Windmeyer, director of the program, 

problems arise because a lot of colleges 
have no idea where to start. “People think 
they know a lot about LGBT issues, but 
they really only know about gay and lesbian 
issues,” Windmeyer says. DeLeon agrees: “We 
lump the two together when talking about 
the LGBT community. When we educate,  
we really need to break down each part of  
the acronym.”
 To help accomplish this, Campus Pride 
is currently working on a national climate  
survey where transsexual individuals from 
schools all over the country report what their 
university is and isn’t doing to help them. 
Windmeyer sees it as a huge step forward 
for the LGBT community. “It’s so exciting,” 
he says. “There has never been anything 
like this. Our goal is to do this biannually, 
so we can track colleges’ progress and help 
them improve.” Concerned students can go 
to campuspride.org to find out where their 
school stands. Windmeyer says straight allies 
can help by finding other straight people to 
bring to meetings, events, or even to just 
listen to concerns. If people are willing to talk, 
he says, they can make significant progress. 
Windmeyer’s goal is to eventually see the 
same acceptance for transsexual students 
that has developed for gay students over the 
past few years.

Leading the pack
Justin Uebelhor, communications director for 
One Iowa, Iowa’s largest LGBT organization, 
says the state has some of the most pro-
transsexual laws in the nation. “Iowa has 
made significant strides over the past couple 
of years toward protecting LGBT individuals,” 
he says. “Statewide legislation, such as the 
expansion of the civil rights code, also applies 
to public and most private universities. This 

provides a minimal level of protection when 
it comes to employment and housing.” And 
Uebelhor knows first-hand what it feels like 
to have such large-scale support. “Growing up 
gay in a small Midwestern town, I understand 
on a personal level the power of finding your 
voice and sharing your story,” Uebelhor says. 
Iowa’s laws make this easier.
 That’s something Satterlee understands as 
well. “My freshman year, the girls on my floor 
were cool with me being transsexual,” he says. 
“I was the one who was uncomfortable.” But 
Satterlee says the university has consistently 
surprised him. “They’re trying, and they’re 
willing to work with us—that means more to 
me than anything,” he says. “They say, ‘You 
know, we can’t do it right now, but give us 
two years.’ That’s great. I appreciate that.” 
The same can’t be said for Sheckler. “I think 
ideal situations are different for everyone,” 
Sheckler says. “I don’t think there can be an 
ideal situation aside from just acceptance, 
support, and creating a trans-friendly 
environment on campus.” 
 For now, the progress Satterlee is seeing at 
Drake makes him comfortable at school, but 
he still has a long way to go in his personal 
life. “I’m not interested in any kind of 
relationship right now,” he says. “My comfort 
level with my body isn’t there yet.” The next 
big moment for him is his 21st birthday in 
May—but not for the usual reasons. He’s in 
the process of changing his name, and wants 
it done by then. “I want my ID to say Calvin 
Zane Delius,” he says of his new name, which 
includes his grandfather’s name and his 
mother’s maiden name. “That’s who I am.” 

TRIckY TERMINOLOGY
Common terms and expressions when 
talking about transsexual issues.

FtM—female to male transsexual
MtF—male to female transsexual
LGBT—Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender 
Straight Ally—a heterosexual person  
who supports LGBT causes
Transgender—A broader term  
than transsexual; having personal  
characteristics that “transcend”  
gender norms
Transsexual—a person who strongly  
identifies with the opposite sex and may  
seek to live as a member, especially by  
undergoing hormone therapy and surgery

For more information, Drake Magazine 
recommends these sites:
 glaad.org
 campuspride.org
 oneiowa.org

were cool with me being transsexual.  
I was the one who was uncomfortable.”

“My freshman year, the girls on my floor
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Recessionista
written by Brooklyn presTa

iLLustrations by monica Brandli

Saving money is the new black.

go ahead, brag about it. you coupon-
clipped until your groceries were 
practically free. you scouted out the 

cheapest gas to fill up your tank. and you 
made a serious profit selling your old digital 
camera on craigslist.
 saving money is something to flaunt 
because scoring a deal will never go out 
of style. marcia brixey, financial expert and 
author of “the money therapist,” agrees. “i 
think we’re in a new era concerning money,” 
brixey says. “money has always been a 
taboo subject, but now everyone’s talking 
about it.” 
 talking about money ups your chances of 
saving, so you’ve got nothing to lose. but you 
can do more than scavenge the sales racks 
at the mall, or forgo your morning latte every 
once in awhile. turn the page for some tips to 
help you stay money-savvy long term.
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Sell your handmade goods at 
etsy.com. It’s an outlet where 
you can sell homemade 
jewelry or anything you 
produce in your free time—
from a mustache necklace to 
a “WTF” button.

set a budget and actually stick to it. george barany, 
director of financial education at the consumer 
federation of america, recommends enrolling as an 
america saver. sign up at americasaves.org and 
commit to save a specific amount. barany says setting 
goals makes it easier to save. “it’s a psychological 

thing,” barany says. “if you get into the habit of doing it on a regular basis, 
that will cause you to start thinking differently about saving.”

Sell your gently used clothes. plato’s 
closet will take clothing and 
accessories in good condition and 
give you cash back. Check out 
platoscloset.com for the 
brands and items they’re 
looking for. Then you 
can find your local store 
and drop off whatever  
you want. And it never 
hurts to peruse the 
racks for cheap, almost-
new stuff. 

Coupons are your friend, but searching 
for them isn’t fun. Luckily, The Grocery 
Game will do the clipping for you. Go to 
thegrocerygame.com and sign up to 
play. For just a dollar, you can preview the 
site for a month, and the website will send 
you a weekly list of the lowest-priced food 
items at your local grocery store along 
with coupons. Print off the list and feel 
better about your next supermarket trip. 

you don’t have to be a foodie to watch your 
grocery bill add up. even a trip to the supermarket 
for essentials can run you 30 bucks or more.  
Jennifer murphy, a graduate 
student at the university of 
california-Los angeles, shops 
around to save. “i shop at two to 
three grocery stores, depending 
on what i need,” murphy says. “if i 
know trader Joe’s has good prices 
for eggs and milk, whenever i need 
eggs and milk, i’ll go there.” 
murphy will even watch for sales 
and plan her meals around what 
foods are marked down. 

dilemma: you need a bike but don’t have the funds to buy 
one new. become a member of the grassroots movement 
and non-profit organization called The freecycle 
network. it’s free to donate and swap your stuff. go to 
freecycle.org and find someone in your community willing 
to give up his bike for nothing. bonus: freecycle keeps 
landfills from filling up. good for you, eco-cutie.

eat local. alisa smith is a freelance writer who spent a year only eating foods 
that came from within 100 miles of her west coast home. you don’t have to 
embark on this 100-mile diet, but buying food from local sources will help you 
save. “you actually need fewer ingredients in each meal because everything 
tastes really good,” smith says. farmers markets sell fresh-picked foods and 
the money stays in the community.

save
every time 

you fill up. The 
art of scouting out 

which station has the 
cheapest gas isn’t new, 

but gasbuddy.com 
makes it a heck of a lot easier. Search 

for your city and the site brings up the 
station, price, and time of the cheapest 
gas available in the last 36 hours. You 
can search for mid-grade and premium 
fuel, too. 

grab your stack of old books and trade them 
in. at swaptree.com, you can exchange 
books, music, movies, and games. the site 
lets you post what you have and what you’re 
looking for, so it’s easy to find other members 
with the goods you want.

Drake senior sarah bush loves her sam’s club membership card. 
“you pay $50 a year, but you save money in the long run both by 
buying in bulk and saving gas money through fewer trips to the store,” 
bush says. “this is also better for the environment. and you get a three 
cent discount per gallon when you get gas at sam’s as a member.” 

Clothes don’t have to be brand-new to 
shake up your wardrobe. Enter your ZIP 
code at thethriftshopper.com to locate 
thrift stores in your area. You can find 
unique belts and T-shirts to mix in with 
newer pieces. Don’t be afraid to negotiate, 
either. Thrift shops will often barter on the 
price of jewelry or other items. 

you can always give a little. financial expert christine moriarty, president 
of moneypeace, inc., says donating to charity puts you in the right mindset  
to save. “giving away money says to your psyche, ‘hey, i have enough to  
give to other people,’” moriarty says. “it sounds counterintuitive but it works. 
money is a habit, and if we think we don’t have enough to give away, we  
never will.” 

he’s long gone and that necklace is just a constant 
reminder. cash in what’s left of that loser at 

exboyfriendjewelry.com. or browse gifts from 
other women’s old flames to find a deal. images of each piece, a description of its 
condition, and insured shipping help you know your transaction is safe. you can 
finally get rid of the past, and find jewelry much cheaper than in a store. 

recycle your clothes. get together with a few stylish 
friends and hold a swap party. it’s a great way to get rid of 
clothes you’re bored with and finally get that co-worker’s 

chic dress you’ve been eyeing for months. if you want 
to look outside your circle of shopping buddies, 

try swapstyle.com. register on the site for 
free and post items you want to exchange. 
once you and another member agree to 

trade duds, all you pay is the shipping. 
you’ll get a new coach purse and clear 

your closet of last season’s styles 
for less than $10.

senior citizens aren’t the only ones who get a break. 
always ask for student discounts. you can save up to 
$200 on apple computers, and J. crew will give you 15 
percent off every time you shop. in all cases, just flash 
your student id. 

Just google it. mary c. hall was the first to have a blog on recessionista style. 
her secret source for tips: google alerts. “i need those google alerts because 
that does the searching for me,” hall says. “it will do a search every 24 hours, 
and it’s free.” hall posts her top picks for saving, from coupons and specials to 
designer sales. you can easily set up your own alerts. select “more” and then 
“alerts” from the google.com webpage, 
and enter in your search terms. after that, 
google will email you anything it finds on the 
topic. sit back and wait for your inbox to fill 
up with money-saving sites. 

make the aTm your best friend.  
Dr. tahira k. hira, a professor of 
personal finance and consumer 
economics at iowa state university, 
says you should only carry cash for  
trips to the mall and other errands.  
“give yourself a limit and go try  
spending it,” hira says. she tried it  
herself once and found sticking to  
cash kept her from impulse 
purchasing. “i didn’t like taking 
the bills out of my pocket,” hira 
says. “i put half of the things i 
was going to buy back.” try it 
with friends and see how you  
hold back when you can’t whip 
out your credit cards. 

Join the “freegan” movement. freegans completely boycott 
the economy and consumerism. they use alternative 
means, like dumpster diving and community gardens, 
to get what they need. to find out more about freegan 
practices and philosophy, check out freegan.info. 

Join the “freegan” movement. freegans completely boycott 
the economy and consumerism. they use alternative 
means, like dumpster diving and community gardens, 
to get what they need. to find out more about freegan 
practices and philosophy, check out freegan.info. 
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“you pay $50 a year, but you save money in the long run both by 
buying in bulk and saving gas money through fewer trips to the store,” 
bush says. “this is also better for the environment. and you get a three 
cent discount per gallon when you get gas at sam’s as a member.” 

recycle your clothes. get together with a few stylish 
friends and hold a swap party. it’s a great way to get rid of 
clothes you’re bored with and finally get that co-worker’s 

chic dress you’ve been eyeing for months. if you want 
to look outside your circle of shopping buddies, 

try swapstyle.com. register on the site for 
free and post items you want to exchange. 
once you and another member agree to 

trade duds, all you pay is the shipping. 
you’ll get a new coach purse and clear 

your closet of last season’s styles 
for less than $10.

Clothes don’t have to be brand-new to 
shake up your wardrobe. Enter your ZIP 
code at thethriftshopper.com to locate 
thrift stores in your area. You can find 
unique belts and T-shirts to mix in with 
newer pieces. Don’t be afraid to negotiate, 
either. Thrift shops will often barter on the 
price of jewelry or other items. 

you don’t have to be a foodie to watch your 
grocery bill add up. even a trip to the supermarket 
for essentials can run you 30 bucks or more.  
Jennifer murphy, a graduate 
student at the university of 
california-Los angeles, shops 
around to save. “i shop at two to 
three grocery stores, depending 
on what i need,” murphy says. “if i 
know trader Joe’s has good prices 
for eggs and milk, whenever i need 
eggs and milk, i’ll go there.” 
murphy will even watch for sales 
and plan her meals around what 
foods are marked down. he’s long gone and that necklace is just a constant 

reminder. cash in what’s left of that loser at 
exboyfriendjewelry.com. or browse gifts from 

other women’s old flames to find a deal. images of each piece, a description of its 
condition, and insured shipping help you know your transaction is safe. you can 
finally get rid of the past, and find jewelry much cheaper than in a store. 
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A look at the women 
behind the voice.

dirtY
dialing
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herself to do this is difficult to understand. 
After they audition for a job, often through a 
short phone interview, PSOs are required to 
research a number of fetishes independently 
or with workbooks and materials provided by 
the company. “You get uncomfortable doing 
this job,” Alana says. “Personally, my sexual 
likes and dislikes are really different from my 
clients’.” After years of research to feed her 
callers’ varied desires, Alana started a blog 
at phonesexlife.com that features the most 
popular fetishes callers request. 
 Besides continuing sessions with a few 
dedicated clients, Alana is currently on hiatus. 
“I’m taking a break right now,” she says. “My 
phone was always ringing. It got annoying.” 
Because Alana was working out of her home, 
she had to research fetishes, market herself, 
and stay on the phone for hours on end to 
make a significant profit. “When I was working 
really hard, I would either be on my phone  
or the Internet for about 15 hours a day,” she 
says. “On a really good night, I would make 
about $500 to $600.” 
 But Alana isn’t too bothered by what she’s 
doing. Her boyfriend was disturbed at first—
especially because she initially auditioned as 
a joke—but he has gotten used to her career. 
Not many people in Alana’s life know how she 
pays the bills. She has a psychology degree 
from a university in North Carolina and plans 
to go back to get her Ph.D. in the next couple 
years—but she isn’t against answering an 
occasional late-night call.

the personal price
Alana predicts about 98 percent of callers are 
men who are either married or have serious 

girlfriends. “I’m not here to judge you or 
ask questions,” she says. “You can’t tell your  
wife you get off on raping girls or she’ll probably 
divorce you. But for a fee, I can fulfill that need.” 
 Tina Tessina, Ph.D., licensed 
psychotherapist and author of the book 
“The Unofficial Guide to Dating Again,” says 
phone-sex has the potential to alleviate 
strain on relationships. “As far as getting your 
sexual needs met without creating problems, 
it’s a pretty good thing,” Tessina says. “That 
is, unless it becomes a money problem.” Like 
alcohol or drugs, sex can become an addiction. 
“Phone porn is addictive because it’s so much 
easier than reality,” Tessina says.  “You call 
up, give a credit card number, and the person 
on the other end pretends to be whatever you 
want.” Tessina has seen psychotherapy clients 
who’ve maxed out their credit cards with 
these companies. “I once had a client who was 
so phone-porn addicted he ran up a $1,000 
phone bill on his fiancée’s mother’s phone,” 
she says. “That cost him the relationship.”
 Unlike some callers, Tessina doesn’t think 
PSOs are psychologically affected by the calls. 
“I’ve seen couples who have relationship 
problems because the woman works as a 
phone-sex operator, but it’s usually just the 
boyfriend or spouse who has an issue with 
it,” she says. Tessina thinks the women who 
are attracted to erotic acting aren’t that 
disturbed by some of the requests made—it’s 
just another day at work. 

Life after pso
“I can tell you stories that will make your hair 
curl,” says Jerri Graham, 37, of Westport, 
Conn. When she was in college, Graham 

h
er home phone rings. She 
sighs, rolls her eyes and clears 
her throat. Reluctantly, she 
picks up.
 “Hello?” Her voice is forced  
but sexy.  

 “Hi, baby, remember me?” he asks. 
 “I sure do.” Her mouth turns upward into 
a bogus smile. 
 “You’re a naïve teenager who’s vulnerable 
and willing to do anything,” he says.
 Good. Easy, she thinks. 
 As he gets excited, she muffles a yawn. But 
it’s paying her rent and buying her groceries. 
It’s her booze money, her shopping money, 
her savings. Guys call her at all hours just 
wanting to hear her voice. She moans and 
groans and thinks about the funds rolling 
in. But commercial phone-sex isn’t for your 
everyday call-girl. 

sex sells
Sex is a basic human need. We’ve been hard- 
wired to crave it—it’s what keeps our species 
going. The sex industry isn’t feeling the 
recession like other industries because sex will 
always be in demand.
 Worldwide, the sex industry rakes in around 
$57 billion annually. In the U.S., it’s a $12 billion 
cash cow. Adult videos rank highest on the list 
of sexy services, and escorts are a close second. 
Despite online competition, phone-sex still 
comes out near the top, profiting about $4.5 

billion every year. The reason why someone 
would pass up free web entertainment to 
ring a stranger for $1.99 a minute: Phone-sex  
is special. 

fetishes and fantasy
Phone-sex comes in when the hardcore stuff 
just doesn’t cut it. People call these companies 
for a truly personalized service. “Think of 
the weirdest sexual thing you possibly can, 
and I’ve probably played it,” says Alana, a 
25-year-old phone-sex operator. Alana has 
been working the phone for about three years 
and has worked for a number of companies. 
And of course, Alana isn’t her real name—it’s 
her character name. Phone-Sex Operators, or 
PSOs, are sometimes dubbed “phone actors” 
or “erotic actors” because that’s basically the 
gig—they play a part based on the caller’s 
needs. So if a client calls in wanting a 5-foot-2-
inch blue-eyed blonde with DD breasts, that’s 
what he gets. The phone provides the mask, 
which is the easy part. The hard part comes 
when what the caller wants is not so typical. 
“I’d never thought of some of the things I’ve 
had to talk about,” Alana says. “I’ve played a 
mistress, a young girl, even a robot.” 
 Alana has pretended to be gagged and 
tied, smoked make-believe cigarettes, and 
has acted as her caller’s daughter more times 
than she can count. She’s even figured out 
how to make herself sound like an old lady—
up to 70 or 80 years old. How she’s trained 

“I’ve played a mistress, a 
young girl, even a robot.”
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worked as a PSO for about a year and a half. 
Unlike Alana, she worked at a call center with 
a group of girls. She was also a virgin. “I was 
an English major and was always an avid 
reader,” Graham says. “I had no idea what I 
was talking about besides what I had read. I 
had to rely completely on my imagination.” 
 Now married with a daughter, Graham says 
her PSO days have definitely changed the way 
she looks at people. “There were things callers 
would talk about that were disturbing,” 
Graham says. “It affects your perception  
of people. You walk down the street and 
see the family guy, and you think he looks 
so nice—but he could be a freak wearing 
women’s underwear.”
 Sometimes Graham would even find 
herself performing her PSO character in 
her sleep. “If you’re not affected by some of 
the things people say, you turn into a cold 
human being,” Graham says. Since college, 
she’s gone back to phone-sex a couple of 
times, but now that she has a daughter, 
she says she won’t do it again. Graham has 
made sure to put her knowledge to good use, 
though—she recently taught a workshop on 
the art of the sensual call. “I have no qualms  
saying anything to anyone about sex now,” 
Graham says. 
 The money can be great, but PSOs pay 
a price as well. Like any job, it takes hard 
work and dedication. But it also requires 
the ability to withstand all things XXX— 
even deviant acts no porn could ever portray. 
Oh, and another thing: You need one damn 
sexy voice.
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Three’s a
crowd

why guys love
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Being the other man 
has its ups and downs.

Getting pushed around is sometimes a turn-on.

We all feel for Jen—Brangelina 
really screwed her over. And 
we blame Angelina, not Brad, 

for the mess that ensued. The story isn’t 
much different when the third party is a  
man. It’s about time these guys’ risky romps 
are exposed.
 Justin Browning, a 20-year-old college 
student from Chicago, was once his woman’s 
dirty little secret—and it didn’t end well. 
After four months of seeing a girl, Browning 
discovered she had a boyfriend. “It was  
weird at first,” he says. “I tried leaving a 
couple times, but I really liked her and she 
insisted she was going to break up with her 
real boyfriend.”
 According to Browning, the sex was one of 
the best parts of being the other man. “It was 
wild thinking her boyfriend could’ve walked 
in at anytime,” he says. With all the sex he 
and the girl were having, Browning often 
wondered whether she was sleeping with her 
real boyfriend at all.

Mean girls aren’t for everyone. We all know the 
type—the girls with excitingly tight jeans that 
barely rise above their cute underwear. They’re 

the girls with impeccably manicured nails they spend all of 
history painting. They’re the ones with noses that never dip 
below a 110 degree angle with the floor and their flattering—
but not flattening—shirts that keep even the drowsiest guys 
alert and focused in class (albeit on the wrong subject).
 Here’s why bitchy girls make us melt:

we love to win
Guys are competitive, plain and simple. From chicken 
fighting at recess to chugging a beer, guys love coming out 
on top. Getting the queen bee, is no different. But true mean 
girls know this, so they make us jump through hoops to seal 
the deal. Once you let a guy tame the beast, the excitement 
is gone. 

we like to mix it up
Unpredictability is the spice of life—at least for guys. If 
there’s one asset feisty women have that’s paralleled by 
nothing, it’s their ability to use their man-killer stiletto 
heels to keep us at bay. Second only to that is their ability 
to reach for the spice rack and shake some spontaneity into 
any situation. Once unpredictability is lost, we’ll kiss their 
ass goodbye—regardless of how enticing it looks in a pair 
of low-rise Levi jeans. If we can predict the actions, feelings, 
and habits of our girl, there’s no room for excitement. Being 
a bit saucy and spicing things up with a snooty attitude, sly 
remarks, and a demeanor that’s straight out of “Mean Girls” 
only adds fuel to a man’s burning flame of desire.

we love a good fight
Guys love spankings. That’s why we screw things up all the 
time. There’s something intriguing about the possibility that 
a verbal beating from our strong, independent girl might hit 
us at any time. Although we might find ourselves more often 
on the edge of being whipped than on the edge of our seats, 
nothing’s better than getting the “bang, bang shoot ‘em up” 
from your significantly hostile other. 
 Our over-bearing mothers may have started it in us, 
but we’re in no hurry to end our fascination with strong  
women. Even on your worst day, your bitchiness makes us 
beg for more.

 Dylan Adams, 18, of Sparta, Wisc., has 
been the other man, and knows both the pain 
and gain of these relationships. Adams and 
his co-worker started spending time together 
outside of work, and soon they were hooking 
up after hours. But sharing his girl with 
another guy—her real boyfriend—wasn’t 
easy. “Knowing she was leaving my house to 
go stay at her boyfriend’s was tough,” Adams 
says. “It was weird knowing they would be 
making out minutes after I had made out 
with her.”
 All in all, being the other man may not be 
worth the player points. Sneaking around 
to lock lips can be quite the conundrum, 
especially when her real guy starts to get 
suspicious. “Every time we saw each other at 
work or in public we had to talk like we hadn’t 
seen each other in a while, even though we 
just went out the night before,” Adams says. 
But despite all the late-night hook-ups, the 
pair never went all the way. “Not having true 
sex was easier on our relationship because we 

didn’t think we were cheating if we weren’t 
having sex,” Adams says.
 One weekend, when the real boyfriend 
was supposed to be out of town, Browning 
thought he was in the clear. But the other 
man is never safe. The girl’s boyfriend caught 
Browning with his pants down—literally. “He 
came after me and punched me in the face, 
then kicked me in the nuts,” Browning says. 
With his manhood and his pride bruised, 
Browning ran for it—and never talked to the 
girl again. 
 In the end, playing the secret third wheel 
can be a thrill, but it rarely works out. 
“Being the other man has its benefits and its 
drawbacks,” Adams says. “Communication 
is huge—I couldn’t call when I wanted, and 
I couldn’t always see her when I wanted. 
Everything was based around her.” Instead 
of letting the ball stay in her court, get 
out while you still can. Your nuts will 
thank you.

mean girls
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Err...now what?
Awkward encounters are inevitable. Here’s how to get by.

You’ve been dating for about a month. 
You’re a sexual entrepreneur in 
your own right, which really just 

means you’re a manwhore. She’s a little 
more delicate—the type of girl you could 
bring home to your parents. After an entire 
month of foreplay and dropping hints, 
she’s finally decided to “take the next step 
in the relationship.” Everything is perfect. 
Candles are lit, rose petals are on the bed, 
and the room is teeming with sexual energy. 
There’s the clumsy interplay of taking off 
her clothes, slowly at first, then faster as 
anticipation swells. And then she turns to 
you and says, “Oh, by the way, this is my 
first time.” Suddenly, you’re just not in the  
mood anymore.
 Life would be pretty boring without 
awkward sexual encounters. Even worse than 

discovering that hottie you brought home is 
a virgin: She just really sucks at sex. Now you 
have to pretend. “Oh, yeah, that’s the spot. 
Yeah, that’s good. No, keep doing that.” But 
all you’re really thinking is, “God, I could be at 
home right now. Watching ‘The Real World.’ 
Reading ‘Moby Dick.’ Anything would be 
better than this.”
 The problem is you can never truly 
determine your partner’s sack skills from her 
looks. Sure, it used to be that easy—but this 
is 2009. We’re over being real and into being 
fake. After all, this is the era that brought you 
facelifts, Botox, and liposuction. 
 In order to gauge how much experience 
she’s actually had, it’s fair to start by asking 
questions. Ask how many relationships she’s 
been in over the last six months. If any of 
those partners happen to be around, feel 

ThE MORE-ExPERIENCEd MaLE:

• Act like everything she does turns you on. Compliment her.  

Let her know you think she’s smokin’. 

• Moan a lot—there must be a lot of moaning. An “Oh, yeah, 

baby,” wouldn’t hurt either.

• Talk to her. Make sure she knows she’s more than a story  

the next morning.

ThE LESS-ExPERIENCEd MaLE:
• Whatever you do, don’t tell her you’re a virgin. She’ll think 

you’re a loser and tell all her friends. You won’t get laid for years, 

and you’ll probably die alone.

• Tell her you like it slow. Everything is easier in slow motion and 

this will give you time to think.

• Don’t cuddle too long afterwards or talk about love. She’ll think 

something is wrong with you.

ThE MORE-ExPERIENCEd FEMaLE:
• If he misses the first few times, just act like that happens 

frequently and that it’s no big deal.

• Wildly flail like he’s the wanton sex god you’ve been looking 

for your entire life.

• Even though it may only last 30 seconds, make sure to tell 

him afterwards that he was the best you’ve ever had.

ThE LESS-ExPERIENCEd FEMaLE:
• Take a moment and make sure you’re ready—and with this 

guy. This is one doodle that can’t be un-did.

• Try to be dominant. He’ll think it’s a turn-on even if you have 

no idea what you’re doing.

• Don’t expect an orgasm. It rarely happens the first time. But 

right around the time you start thinking the G-spot doesn’t exist, 

a man is sure to come along who will blow your mind. 

free to interrogate them if the opportunity 
arises. If not, just move on to plan B: Check 
the butt. If it looks too good to be true, it just 
might be. Those hours she spends in the gym 
are hours she doesn’t spend in the sheets. 
This is a warning sign—obviously she’s 
compensating for something. Desist at once. 
You’ll inevitably be disappointed.
 If you decide to take the bait and hook up 
with a potentially less-experienced partner, 
just remember to keep your cool. Train your 
willing participant in order to get the best 
results possible. 
 At the end of the day, the best way to avoid 
these types of awkward sexual encounters is 
to just stay home. Get the job done yourself—
the right way.
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HOw TO fakE IT If YOU’RE...
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LOLz
we can has Drake students Eric Gudmundson and 

Xian Zhang were so inspired by the 
LOLcats from icanhascheezburger.com 
that they created their own—with help 
from a few Drake hot spots.

but i iz  
winning!

we iz  
climbers...

photography courtesy of GReG LARSON

teh kissin rock...
ur doin it wrong

we can has cheezburger!
om nom nom nom...

time eliment = ePic fAil

we iz in ur library...

watchin u studdylookin for fishee...
only seez mahself

mabeh if we hidez...

perfessor will go away
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